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Suhari
In traditional Japanese martial arts the concept of Suhari is the
subject of much discussion and varied levels of interpretation.
Ever since I first started learning karate in 1973 I have been
interested in this topic and it seems to me now, after more than
three decades in martial arts, that is a universal concept
applicable to all martial arts irrespective of their geographical or
cultural origins. In Chinese the three characters concerned are
sou, po and li and they mean approximately absorb, break
through and leave. Absorb is used to mean thoroughly take in or
completely learn while break through means to make what you
have learnt truly your own, to individualise the standard. Leave
means to depart from the techniques and principles you have
previously learnt.
Another interpretation is that at the sou stage you learn the
principles and techniques of the school, then at the po stage you
master these rules and finally you leave the school (li). Both
interpretations work at different levels and serve to guarantee
freshness to the art while going some way to ensure progress and
improvement.
To see an example of these three
stages we do not have to look much
further than the founder of our style of
taijiquan, Grandmaster Zheng Man
Qing. Having learnt and mastered the
principles of the art under Master Ye
Dami and Master Yang Cheng Pu, he
went on to change the emphasis and
structure of the form. In addition he
dropped several items from the
traditional curriculum, including the broadsword, the staff and the
two-person form.
If we look at the two disciples of Grandmaster Zheng most
responsible for spreading the art in Malaysia and Singapore, we
see the process in action again. Master Ye Xu Ting, continued to
teach the long form as well as adding the lower 18 hands to the
37 posture form. Master Huang Hsing Hsien altered the 37 form to
match his own training principles and continued to teach his
former art, White Crane boxing, to his advanced taijiquan
students.

Amongst those who studied with Master Ye, the famed
Master Zhu Shen Jing, “the Tiger of Penang” added his own
fast form based on his experience in Muay Thai, as well as
teaching the San Shou two-person form. Master Lee Bian Lei
continues to teach his own methods of staff fighting. Master
Lu Tong Bao included elements of the xingyiquan that he had
learnt, as well as staff methods that he learnt from an old
martial artist in the Northern
Malaysian town of Sitiawan.
Amongst
Lu
Tong
Bao’s
disciples, it is fair to say that
practically every one of them
imbued the art with their own
flavour. Master Lau Kim Hong
continued the Xing Yi flavour of
his Master as well as adding the
staff methods of White Crane
Boxing to his art
From all of the above it is not hard to conclude that the
above is a part of a natural process. In my own efforts to
learn as much as I could about the taijiquan of Zheng Man
Qing in Nanyang (Southeast Asia) I have studied with
disciples of Ye Xu Ting, Lu Tong Bao, Ong Zi Chuan and Zhu
Shen Jing and Wu Guo Zhong. Out of the pieces they have
handed down, I have tried to make some kind of order. My
main purpose in doing so, being to get to grips with this art
that, in a decade or so, eclipsed many of the Shaolin lineages
extant in Malaysia. None of these teachers had all the
answers and nor do I but by looking at the bigger picture I
feel that I am doing no more than each of these teachers did.
They took the experience of their own teachers and applied
these lessons in the crucible of their own experience, thus
arriving at their own martial solution to the problem of
combat.
Furthermore for those of us on the Martial Path, this process
of Sou, Po, Li cannot be avoided no matter how
uncomfortable it might be. At the time that I started training
in the martial arts Bruce Lee had just passed away and David
Carradine was spreading the Kung Fu message on TV. Thus I
was fully expectant of finding martial arts masters who were
the fount of all wisdom and who would guide their students
to enlightenment. I was to be severely disappointed. As I
gained more experience what I found were ordinary mortals
with skills undoubtedly, but flawed humans nonetheless.
….continued on next page

Master Liang He Qing Championship 2010 – Sunday 4th July 2010
Nigel Sutton will be hosting the annual Master Liang He Qin Championship at Nottingham
Trent University, Clifton Campus, Nottingham, NG11 8NS on Sunday 4th July 2010.
Events include:
• Empty Hand Forms (internal and external)
• Weapon Forms (internal and external)
• Pushing hands (moving step only)
• Weapons sparring (short and long weapons)
• Silat Cerita
Application forms for the events can be downloaded from the Zhong Ding website at:
http://www.zhong-ding.com/eventsuk.htm.
We look forward to seeing you there.

Suhari continued…
As yet more time passed and my
journey
continued
I
began
to
understand that for those of us who
have made this path our lifelong
journey there are lessons we must
learn and that often it is the teacher
who has the responsibility to provide
them. When they do not, the path
itself becomes the teacher.
How does this relate to Sou, Po, Li? In my experience these are
phases that must be passed through. Having grasped and
understood the fundamentals of the art, the student must make it
their own. Some martial artists seek to do this too soon, inventing
their own styles while still comparative novices in their original
arts. Others never make this leap, preferring to stay in the
comfort zone provided by the shadow of their teacher and their
seniors. There are cultural factors at work too. In Chinese tradition
innovation is not encouraged but exponents manage to circumvent
this by waiting until their teacher has passed away and then
claiming that they had access to hidden secrets which none of
their peers knew. These then become part of a new tradition while
still retaining links with the old. I have personally witnessed this
phenomenon amongst a number of my teachers
Does this process of Sou, Po and Li mean that students must
always split from their teachers and that the rifts that plague the
world of martial arts must grow ever wider? I would say not. If the
teacher is aware of the inevitability of this process then he can let
the students go to walk their path while still retaining the
relationship. Amongst the senior Zhong Ding exponents there are
several who are well on their own path and yet still make a vital
contribution to the community – long may this continue.
For those practitioners who fight this process the path may
become one of struggle and pain. Having been through this
process myself I can attest to how bitter the learning experience
can be. Back in the nineteen eighties I was expelled from an
Association which at the time is fair to say was my life. My then
teacher I loved like a father. I was thrown out, I felt, not for
anything I had done, but because of the jealousy of other senior
students. Rather than walking my own path and heading in a
positive direction I behaved in a fashion that I now realise was
one that only caused me grief and pain. Since being thrown out of
this group meant that I was also thrown out of the British Kung Fu
Council (now the BCCMA) I decided to go to war. Whenever my
former
teacher
published
articles
or
made
publicity
announcements in the martial arts press, I issued counter
statements and articles. When the BCCMA was fighting for Sports
Council recognition I joined the delegation from the AMA at
meetings, challenging their bid. They succeeded, the AMA failed.
The one saving grace throughout this
painful time was that I never stopped
training and learning. I had other
teachers and it was during this time
that not only Zhong Ding was born but
also that the foundations of my
understanding of Zhengzi taijiquan
were laid.
Although the war in my
heart continued, the flames died down
somewhat. Then a few years later I

was blessed in that my former teacher phoned me to ask me
to join the BCCMA. We met and I apologised for the way I
acted after I was expelled. He also explained that he knew
the original problem had been caused by a third party. We
were not to reunite for long as he was already ill and died a
few short years later.
What does this have to do with Sou, Po, Li? At the time I was
not ready to embark on my own path but the path my
teacher was following would not have taken me far. By
splitting I was able to walk on in the direction I still follow
today. The separation was not a bad thing for me but my
reaction to it was. With experience I now know that these
things must not be made more negative. Instead they must
be embraced as positive.
We must walk on and rather than
try to kick out in some kind of
revenge we must make our own
path. The connection between
teacher and student is a blessed
one and we must always honour
this, in our hearts if more
outward manifestation is not
possible.
It benefits one nothing in such circumstances to try to claw
back the past, instead move on into the future. I was
extremely fortunate to be able to re-establish my connection
with my teacher and although I have had disputes with
teachers since, I have never failed to make it right to the
best of my ability.
Sou, Po, Li still works on me as I walk the path and I would
like to think that I am quicker to learn the lessons I must. In
the same vein I do my best in Zhong Ding to try to provide
opportunities for all our members to walk the same path and
enjoy the same opportunities. That is the martial path!
Copyright Nigel Sutton 2010

Train in Malaysia with Living Tradition
If you would like to further your study with an
intensive training course then why not train with
Nigel Sutton at the Zhong Ding Training Centre in
Penang, Malaysia.

The centre is an amazing place to get away from
daily life and focus on your training.
If you are interested, Nigel can be contacted at:

ncs8@tm.net.my
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My first week…

Sell house? Check.

Quit job? Check.

As I boarded the plane, I replayed some words that inspired me; “You believe a man can change his destiny?
I think a man does what he can, until his destiny is revealed”. Now I am not Katsumoto, nor was I intending to war
like the Last Samurai, but a change I did seek, a dream I longed to follow.
I was 8 years of age when I struggled with blossoming pride to attempt to tie up my Gi correctly. I had watched
Karate Kid and sought Mr Miyagi with all the passion akin to youthful single-mindedness.
Of course, the reality of Martial Arts is much different from your initial expectations, but I do not think, after 19 odd
years of karate and the last year and a half of Tai Chi, that the shape of my initial passion has altered much. For me
its always been about self discipline, heart and the essential philosophy at its core that has always made so much
sense to me, its been my compass out of the training hall as much as in.
So it was, that at 29 years of youth, I decided I wanted to change my daily life. I was not running from anything,
but the constant hectic pace, planning and distractions of my life were draining the creativity and peace from my
down time. I had always had a dream, I thought it an impossible one, but every time I jotted down what ignited me
in life, I always rolled back to Martial Arts. It has always been my dream to study it full time in the East, and looking
around at the fragility of life and the infrequency of opportunities, I decided to take a leap, risk the fall and live the
dream.
After many emotional goodbyes, I boarded the plane to Malaysia with an unexpectedly heavy heart, but my coral
resolve never faltered, as sad as it is to leave loved ones, I needed to take this path, once I allowed myself the
possibility of my dream, there was no way back for me.
After falling into a comatose like sleep at the Hotel in Georgetown, I began my explorations the following day with
groggy eyes and thirsty as heck, the humidity is an experience alone. As a Western woman wandering about alone,
it is a cultural shock, we are complacent in our known cultures, but after some trepidation, striking out with purpose
unfolds the tightly packed adventurous elements of our character, and soon your senses are alight with discovery.
To be honest though the City could not hold my attention, my heart was bent on the Martial Arts experience and the
Training centre loomed in my imagination with growing intensity. I could not wait to get there, so as I stretched out
during my laps in the roof top pool and drank water like a sponge, I turned up my ipod in the hotel room air
conditioning and grinned towards the future.
Nigel had been incredibly helpful with the planning, we had traded the standard information E-mails, so between
that and internet research and books, I had a soft shape in my mind of what to expect. The reality was more than I
could have hoped for. As I peeled my humidified butt off the car seat, I cupped my palm over my eyes and drank in
the sights, a nirvana for students of Martial arts ! Wooden training hall, weapons racks, targets and bags, all
manner of devices thoughtfully and beautifully laid out. The Ceremonial inside hall is full of calligraphy and powerful
inspiration. The tea pavilion too, is a lovely emotive touch. Set in the quiet Village, with rolling mountains to alight
your sights on, it is both a blank canvas to facilitate mapping yourself and your training, and a colourful
environment to remind and drive you forwards. The heat, although tough, as one starts to acclimatise, is a training
aid, for as someone with injuries and surgery behind her, it relaxes the muscles and reminds you of correct, efficient
technique. That said, I have taken to bowing to my air-conditioning every time I enter my room !
One of the facets of this club, that I have found to be rare and wonderful, is peoples generosity, both in teaching
freely and to their utmost, and the general humble attitude to one another and the Martial Arts community in a
larger sense. Perhaps I am alone in this, but so often as I talk to non Martial Artists about training or movies or
books that have kindled great enthusiasm in me, and am met with kind but muted zeal. So to be amongst others
who share this enchantment, is nothing short of delightful, and its ceaselessly surprising how long certain scenes or
ideas can be discussed for, or indeed, how initially single quotations are rolled into verbatim script re-enactment,
with accents and arm waving !? Awesome.
The training is tough, but as appropriate hydration levels are met, I am finding better concentration and energy
resources. Getting into a routine is important, when to rest and when to study, when to cook and when to shower.
Failing that the heavy dose of humour and silliness does the trick I find. Of course I am mocked and ribbed
frequently, but I am told this is a sign of acceptance, for the time being, I am willing to theoretically accept this is
the case : )
The Village is full of characters and an entertaining experience once the main protagonists have been explained. A
mildly frustrating point, is my bothering to learn some Malay before I came out here ...they pretty most all speak
Chinese ! So to my shame, I am back to articulating clearly and gesturing in childish ways, though some might
argue this is standard behaviour for myself, i beg to differ of course ...
There is just so much I want to learn, and to have the opportunity for such detailed tuition with such an excellent
teacher is mightily humbling. I wrote out my “aims” yesterday, objectives or wishes for what I hope to achieve in
my time here. It’s such a privilege to have the opportunity to fully immerse myself in something, that means so
much, in not just the art itself, but to deliberately nourish my own very personal life path too. I am indebted for this
opportunity and to its facilitators.
by Naomi Thomas, March 2010
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Squad news and training: discipline in the village

As I write this the Zhong Ding Squad members are getting ready for their first competition as a
team: the British Open Tai Chi Championships in Oxford. This is the first time for some years that
we have had an official team at this event and the team will be representing us in most categories
from form to full-contact events. Whatever the outcome of this competition for the team in terms
of winning or losing it does not matter: they will be learning valuable lessons which will make
them better at what they do and these lessons will enable even greater success at future
competitions. So let us offer our congratulations to the members of the squad for their inevitable
forthcoming successes.
The Squad has worked hard over the last six months. They have all: travelled to monthly training
events in the East Midlands; met in smaller groups; worked on their own at specific skills;
undergone body and mental conditioning; improved their fitness; and most importantly they have
made their own village and become a team. They have formed as a team that supports each
other; each has their own unique place in the group, which gives strength to the whole. As with all villages, they, the village people
(sorry unfortunate title, which I am sure I will regret), decide who joins, and who they allow to be the leader, who specialises in
whatever discipline and most importantly they all fight for the village and each other.
I have been lucky to be associated with the team and have been impressed with the degree of
discipline they demonstrate and their work ethic. Everything, well nearly everything, they have
been asked to do has been done. Indeed some things they have done they do not like, sorry
about the drill instruction, but they have done it anyway as they know that it is something that
the Squad does and therefore they do it.
This discipline is what we are about as internal arts practitioners: we know we must work hard
to develop our art, for whatever reason, be it health, martial skills or a spiritual path. We need
to foster the discipline of practice, researching our art and getting-on with our friends and
colleagues to make our village to support each other. We have to do things in our training that
are uncomfortable and sometimes appear dangerous, but by doing these things we develop the
discipline to relax when things are not as good as they could be. We learn that when things are bad then tension is not our friend
but relaxation is. These are valuable lessons that have been demonstrated many times by our Squad.
The coaching team have all given their time freely to the squad and I am sure I will
get other opportunities but I wish to thank them here for their effort and expertise,
particularly Ken (Junior) Mead, Darren Roberts and of course Graham Ball for his
colourful approach to drill.
If you get the chance please support the Squad, or if you would like to join please
get in touch with, your instructor, any member of the Squad or myself.
Good luck Squad!
by Master Instructor Don Harradine

Zhong Ding Spring Camp 2010
I had the pleasure of attending the Zhong Ding Spring Camp last month at the Sherbrooke Scout
Camp in Nottinghamshire.
I arrived on the Friday evening to enjoy a good supper, followed by a seminar delivered by Don
Harradine. Whilst the Silat students ventured into the woods outside for some training, I took the
opportunity to socialise with my fellow tai chi brothers and sisters, enjoying conversation and music
as we all caught up with each other. After numerous beers, we all retired to our compact
dormitories to get a least a few hours sleep before the next days training commenced.
The Saturday was a combination of attending and delivering seminars. I particularly enjoyed
attending the sensitivity seminar delivered by Darren Roberts and also took the opportunity to try
the Archery session which was an interesting change.
On the day I delivered a session exploring the Bagua in Tai Chi and also took the Squad through
their paces with a pushing hands seminar. With the first competition only weeks away it was
essential to push the squad hard to make sure they were ready for the event, watching the red
faces and heaving chests at the end, I think it worked well.
The Saturday evening finished with the Zhong Dao Day event to remember the past Masters from
the organisation. This was a solemn and valuable event to remember all they have provided for
us. It was followed by a hearty meal prepared by Graham and his wife.
Due to my teaching commitments I had to leave everyone to continue their training on the Sunday,
but felt the time I spent at the camp was informative and great fun. It was a great opportunity to
chat with old friends, to see what we've all been up to in our teaching and practice and to cement
the family bonds that remind us that together we are strong.
by Master Instructor Ken Mead
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An Interview with Stuart Innes
Stuart is a long-term member of Zhong Ding,
a student of Brian Woodruff and Dave
Spencer in London. Since his relocation to
sunny Sussex he has built up a successful
club, the 1066 Tai Chi club and continues to
do sterling work, particularly in the area of
using taiji for healing and therapeutic
purposes. I thoroughly enjoy my visits to
Hastings particularly because of the relaxed
friendly atmosphere in Stuart’s classes and
the enthusiasm shown by the students. I also
like Stuart’s jokes; they are almost as bad as
mine!

Within a short period of time I had classes running at the secure
psychiatric unit and the day hospital for the local mental health trust,
where we achieved some amazing results. A year or so later I was
approached about starting a class at a day centre in Kent which was
funded by the local health authority. This class was open to all local
residents with the aim of improving their health, mobility and stability. It
has now been running for three years and has grown in size to three
classes.

NS: Stuart can you tell us something about how you got into
taijiquan?
I first became aware of taijiquan when I was working in China during
1980/81, training local personnel for the oil exploration industry. Whilst
there I noticed groups of people doing slow moving exercises in the
outdoors. I asked some of the local staff what they were doing. Taijiquan
was the answer.

The biggest challenges for me are
finding suitable venues and trying to get
support from senior students. Every
time I have a student who is suitable to
teach with me, they leave the area.
This means that I am juggling the
running of upwards of twelve classes a
week, and helping to look after my wife.

Almost all of these people seemed to be quite thin. As I had spent the last
few years travelling around the world living a very unhealthy (but
enjoyable) lifestyle I had gained a small amount of excess weight.

NS: What, in your experience, are the main benefits of practising
taijiquan?

This seemed to be the answer to my prayers, a little bit of standing still
and arm waving and hey presto I would be back to my youthful fit healthy
self again. So I asked the local staff if they could teach me some of this
taijiquan. “Oh no, that’s just for the old people” was the answer. I think it
also had more to do with them wanting to be “Westernized”.
A few years later I was living in London and
noticed an advert for a taijiquan class at the
local adult education centre. I went along
and joined the class. The teacher, Keith
Angel, was one of Nigel’s old students from
“the early days” and really made the classes
interesting and fun. At this class I met Dave
Spencer who used to come along and help
with the second year students. Dave
suggested I might like to join the Zhong
Ding class, and the rest as they say is
history.
NS: Please tell us about the challenges you faced when setting up
1066 Tai Chi.
1066 Tai Chi was not planned. It just seemed to happen as I continued on
my Taiji journey.

In response to demand I started two more public classes in Rye and St
Leonards on Sea and a couple of classes in warden assisted apartment
blocks.

This is a very difficult question to answer because different people gain
different benefits from practicing taijiquan.
Speaking from my personal experience and the changes I have seen in
some of my long term students I feel that taijiquan benefits both the
physical and mental sides of people’s lives. I am a much more relaxed
person than I used to be and seem to find happiness and fulfillment by
looking inside me, and not searching for happiness in external
materialistic goals.
In general terms I see many of my older (and often not so old) students
gain improved mobility and stability fairly quickly, and become much
more confident.
For some time now I have felt that there is a
connection between physical and mental stability. This is now being
confirmed by medical research. So by improving our physical stability we
can improve our mental stability, and puts the name Zhong Ding into an
even wider context. I have achieved a mental quietness that now
makes me aware of the constant mental noise/chattering that I used to
have going on continuously.
Whilst undergoing a company medical when I was aged 55 I was told I
had the lungs of a 30 year old. (He’s not asked for them back yet) So all
that breathing to the Tan Ti’an must have been useful.
NS: What do you emphasise in your classes?

I moved to Hastings in 2002 after my wife had become disabled following
brain surgery and a long spell in hospital. Moving to the coast and into a
bungalow where I could care for her were the main reasons for the move.

During my wife’s long stint in hospital I had
attended the first UK Instructors training
course on Dr Paul Lam’s taiji for health
program. This helped me to become more
aware of the health benefits of taijiquan and
showed ways of teaching it to people who were
not fully fit.
I went along to a local taijiquan school
expecting to find something similar to ZhongDing. What a shock I had when I saw the
complete and utter rubbish they were teaching.
I came away very despondent as I realized that
I had left something behind in London that I could not find in Hastings, a
genuine taijiquan school with excellent teachers.
After searching
unsuccessfully for a school over the next few weeks I resigned myself to
just practicing at home and hopefully going back to train in London
whenever I could arrange somebody to provide cover for my wife’s care.
At that time I met a young guy who wanted to learn Taijiquan. I explained
that I didn’t run classes but he was more than welcome to come and train
with me at my home. A couple of months later I had five people coming to
train at my house and so I decided to hire a local hall. I didn’t advertise but
the group had soon grown to twelve, and hence my first regular class
started.
The Project Manager from the local area Heart Failure Unit found my details
on Paul Lam’s website and contacted me to talk about setting up a class as
part of the patients rehabilitation program. This program took off and we
soon had classes running in four separate locations, and had the BBC
South East Today team come along and film us for the local news.

One of the main areas I emphasise in my class is that taijiquan is not
something you come along and do every class time but something you
live and breathe.
To this end we do many exercises aimed at putting taijiquan into
everyday life and actions.
For instance we have pretend kitchen
sessions where many of the actions that one would do in the kitchen are
practiced with taiji principles in mind. In order to maintain a balanced
approach we do pretend “in the bar” sessions for people who don’t
normally frequent kitchens
Walking in the street avoiding people is another common practice,
learning to follow step around people and obstacles in a relaxed manner.
This proved extremely useful when one my students, who was in
seventies at the time, was attacked in a shopping centre by a mugger.
As the mugger lunged at him to grab the bags and parcels he was
carrying he calmly and quickly side stepped out of the way. The mugger
crashed onto the hard marble floor and lay there shouting about “who
the hell taught you that” . I have a major
“invisible” emphasis in my classes and that
is to teach in a positive manner. The
students are encouraged to progress with
positive comments and I seldom if ever
use the words “Don’t and No” preferring to
say “You will find it easier if you do it this
way”… I lead the students slowly and
naturally into the correct body posture.
So far this method seems to work well

NS: What kind of practical benefits do you see the art has had on
your students?
Apart from dodging muggers I have seen many practical benefits for my
students.
….continued on next page
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An Interview with Stuart Innes continued
Possibly the most dramatic was a
lady who came to a class I was
running for a health club in Rye.
She fought her way into a heavily
over subscribed class on the first
night on crutches. I was really
impressed with her tenacity and the
way she worked in spite of obvious
mobility problems, which I had
assumed to be of an arthritic
nature. She never missed a class.
After a few months, I noted that
she was using two, and later only
one walking stick. A while later she
didn’t use any walking aids at all.
One evening I commented to her
that her arthritis had improved. She
gave me a cold steely stare and said “I don’t have arthritis, I have MS”.
She then told me that when she started the class she used to come to the
club in a wheelchair, and drag herself out of the chair onto the crutches.
Since that time she has attended a number of full day courses in
applications and sword form with Glenn and Jan Simpson.
NS: I understand you recently ha d a visit from a delegation from a
local hospital. Could you tell us about this?
At the day centre in Kent where I run three classes on a Friday three
people wearing health worker type uniforms arrived and asked if they could
join in the class and see what I do. There are a number of Physiotherapist
and Occupational Therapists based at the centre so it was not unusual for
people to come in and see what I was doing. I encouraged them to join in
the lesson and they stayed until the end of the session. During the break
before the next class started one of the people introduced herself to me as
the chief Physiotherapist from the Hospital in Folkestone. She had come
to see what was going on as they had “lost” a number of patients who said
they no longer needed their treatment as they were now attending the taiji
class at the day centre. She asked if I would run a class at the hospital. I
had to refuse due to the distance and time constraints. She then asked if
she could send some of their staff along to learn some of the exercises that
we do, which I obviously agreed. In the conversation she did mention that
over the last couple of years they had seen a number of taijiquan
demonstrations at the hospital but felt what they had seen was too intense
and not suitable for patients in rehabilitation.

The Perfect Balance Initiative
Master Instructor Miles Craig
leads
the
“The
Perfect
Balance Healing Arts and
Therapies Initiative” for the
Zhong Ding Organisation.
This
focuses
on
the
development and promotion
of the healing arts taught
and practised by Zhong Ding
Instructors. Miles and the
other
instructors
have
conducted several Qigong
courses
and
Training
Programmes and 2010 has
seen the expansion of their
efforts.
Sherbrooke Scout Camp was the venue for the Zhong
Ding Spring camp 2010, and was a further opportunity for
Miles to continue the delivery of qigong seminars from
Perfect Balance Syllabus. Here is a brief interview with
Miles:
You travelled quite a distance from mainland
Europe to attend the Spring Camp, how did you
think it went?
Sherbrooke Scout Camp was the venue for the Zhong
Ding Spring camp 2010, and I believe all who attended
had a thoroughly good time. As well as taiji, silat and
qigong seminars, there was also archery, and the
(in)famous Zhong Ding social.
The Spring Camp was a great opportunity to share
the new syllabus, could you outline the seminars
available at the camp?

Two years ago I was contacted by
Plymouth University via the local
Mental Health Trust.
They train
Physio and Occupational Therapy
students, and for the past year had
included a term of taijiquan in the
syllabus. The idea was not to turn
them into taiji teachers but make
them aware of how taijiquan could
be used in the healing/rehabilitation
process. I explained how I was using
it and talked about the results I was
getting. This was very gratifying to
me as I feel that these students will
be looking to integrate taijiquan into
the healing process once they become qualified and experienced.

The seminars covered the five animals of Chen Man Ching
taiji, as a qigong, and their relationship with the 5
elements, to balance the flow of energy in the body, and
promote health.
We also looked at the relationship
between this qigong and taiji forms, and how to use the
qualities of these elements in your practice, and various
ways to teach this. My own experience is that some of the
‘simple’ training drills have a great deal of value in them
and are worthy of a thorough exploration. We also looked
at qigong methods to build up your energy, using the
Wudan Shen Quan Qigong.

NS: Where do you see your teaching going in the future?

During the camp we had the first Qigong grading. Jan
Hodgson and Graham Ball demonstrated their teaching
capabilities with a hand picked ‘class’ who had varying
degrees of experience with qigong.

I have no particular plans other
than to follow the road wherever it
takes me.
The satisfaction
I gain from
teaching is immense so I suspect I
will be teaching for some time to
come (although deep down inside I
truly feel that I am a student). The
health road seems to be beckoning
more and more to me so that will
probably be the way I follow for
now.
I have to say that I have been blessed with some of the best teachers I
could have ever hoped to meet.
As one of my senior students said to me
“whenever we go to a Zhong Ding training event we only ever meet nice
people.”
Thank you very much for talking to us Stuart and please keep up the good
work.
Nigel Sutton Interviews Stuart Innes

I believe you were able to complete
gradings at the camp. How did this go?

Qigong

The grading panel of Miles Craig, Don Harradine, Darren
Roberts and Ken Mead Jnr were impressed, particularly
with their willingness to take part with such short notice
and very limited preparation time.
Jan Hodgson achieved a provisional [3rd – Senior
Instructor], and Graham Ball was awarded [1st – Assistant
Instructor]. Congratulations to them both, and I hope we
will have another grading this year – watch this space for
details.
Thank you very much for talking to us Miles, we look
forward to hearing more about the development of this
initiative in further issues.

Interview with Master Instructor Miles Craig
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